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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider a ditferential operator on [w together with boundary conditions 
imposed at a sequence of points. Our idea is to study the relationship between 
extensions of a certain symmetric operator, and the associated “admissable” 
boundary conditions. This correspondence has been analyzed in the case of a 
finite number of boundary conditions (see [3, 5, 71). The generalization of 
these results to our new context is not trivial because the deficiency indices 
may be infinite. Some progress in certain cases has already been made in [2]. 
In our Theorems 3.13 and 3.14, we analyze this relationship completely for 
operators a little more general than differential operators. 
Let {Ij: 1 <j < K> (K < a) b e a set of di@oint open intervals and I = 
Uj”=, I, . I may not b e an interval. When K = co, the set of end points of all 1? 
can have infinitely many cluster points in the extended real line. For each 
j = 1, 2,..., K, let 3 denote a formally self-adjoint ordinary linear differential 
expression with complex coefficients in the interval Ij such that the leading 
coefficients of 7j does not vanish on Ij . (For definition, see, for example, [S].) 
Let dp denote the linear expression 
9y = y + Ay + L/ytfw3(y) (1.1) 
where L = (-l)rp. Here d is a given bounded linear operator defined every- 
where in L,(I), x E (L,(I))‘“1 (nz < co), M is a m x N Hilbert matrix, B(y) is 
an N x 1 “boundary” column vector in Ia”, and T is the (possible infinite) 
direct sum expression acting on the functions y for t E I defined by 
(TY>P> = (TTY)(t) if ttsIj, 1 <j<K. 
We briefly summarize the contents of our paper. In Section 2, we prove 
or state some results on Hilbert matrices which we need later. In Section 3, 
we define the closed symmetric operator T,(T) g enerated by the expressions rj . 
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bare perturb T,(T) to get the maximal operator T,(Z) generated by 9. The 
rest of Section 3 is deyoted to studying the densell- defined closed restrictions 
of T1(9). Using “adjoint pairs,” the adjoint operators to the restrictions of 
T,(T) are found (Theorem 3.13). All possible closed symmetric restrictions 
T of Tl(6p) of the type T* C T,(2) are found (Theorem 3.14). Finally all 
possible self-adjoint restrictions of Tl(9) are characterized using H&err 
matrices (Theorem 3.15). In Section 3 we give examples of self-adjoint operators. 
The following notation is used in this paper. The set of positive integers, 
real numbers, and complex numbers are denoted by N, R, and @, respecticeiy. 
If D is a matrix, then the transpose and conjugate transpose are denoted by 0’ 
and D*. If D = (dkJ and Q = (qkr) are p x q and q x 1’ (p, q, r < a) matrix 
functions of t E I, the set in which all of our analysis will take place, then (D j Qj 
denotes thep x r matrix sI D(t) .&(t) dt whose (k.j) entry is CI=, JI d,,(t) qLj(t) &. 
The algebraic direct sum of linear subspaces G1 and G, are denoted bi 
G1 @ G, . If Dj (j = I, 2,..., K) are finite matrices, then the usual matris 
direct sum (block matrix) of all Dj are denoted by ayi D, . The k x k 
(k < CO) identity matrix is denoted by E, . The closure of -rj is denoted by 1, I 
For an operator T, its domain and adjoint operator are denoted by P(T) and T*. 
2. HILBERT MATRICES 
Let lz” (X < CD) denote the Hilbert space of al1 N x 1 complex constant 
colum?z vector 01 such that 01*oi < a. The norm of a: is denoted by iI n! l!lLlv. 
Thus, if 1%: < co, then Z2” = Qv. If N = co, ZzN will be denoted by Zz . An 
772 x _v (172 < 03, x < cc) matrix D is called a Hilbert matrix if, for ever)- 
LX c IIriz and /3 E I,.“, the sum (possibly infinite) t~*Dfl conl;erges (see also [4]). 
Thus, a 7~ x or, (m < CC) matrix D is a Hilbert matrix iff the ?n rows of D 
are in lzt f (et: cy E Zz}. 
The following can be found in [4]. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let D be an co x co Hilbert nzatrix. Then 
(1) Dt, D* are Hilbert matrices. 
(2) Ez.er-y roW of D .is in lZf, and every colz~zn o,f D is in. lz . 
(3) If D, a?zd D, are the co x a matkes such that every YOW of 0, is iv. lZt, 
arzd eoery colum~z of D, is in I2 , then (DID)D, = D,(DD,) (associative). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let D be alz KI x ;o matG. Then tlze fol~oowipg is equira- 
lent: 
(1) D is a Hilbert matrix. 
(2) For eaciz OE 1, , Da exists and belongs to I2 . 
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(3) The nzap CL-+ Doi dejines a bounded lineaT operator from lZ into lZ . 
(4) Tlzere exists a constant K < co such that 
I a*DP I G K II 01 lhl II B llzz 
for all 01, p E lZQ. Here 12” is the set of all 01 = (oli) E 1, such that 01~ vanishes for all 
but finitely many j. 
Proof. (1) o (2) . 1s a d’ erect consequence of the definition of Hilbert matrix. 
(3) o (4) and (3) 3 (2) are easy to check. To see (2) + (3), let 01 = (aj) E 1, , 
and let CP be the vector in 1, whose Kth entry is a~~ if R < n, and zero elsewhere. 
Then or” + a: in I,, and, by (2), Doin -+ Dal as n -+ KL However, for each 
n E N fixed, the map 01+ Dal” defines a bounded operator defined everywhere 
in lZ . Therefore by the Banach-Steinhaus closure theorem (see [9]), the map 
ol + DON defines a bounded operator from 1, into 1s . 
An N x N (N < 03) Hilbert matrix D is called nonsingular if the map 
01-+ Da defines an isomorphism from lZ” onto IzJV. By an isomorphism we 
mean a one-to-one, onto and continuous linear map. If D is nonsingular in 
lZN, then it admits a unique matrix inverse D-l (see [l]) and D-l is also a non- 
singular Hilbert matrix in lSN. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. 
(1) If D = (dk,,) is an cc) x CC nolzsingular Hilbwt matrix, then 
x;+, 1 dkj I2 = co. 
(2) If D is an co x CO matrz’x mith D*D = E, , then tlze map a: - Dal 
de$nes an isonzetly from 1, irzto 1, , 
(3) For an CO x 03 nzatrix D, the following are eqzkalent: 
(3-i) D is a ulzitary mat&, i.e., DD” = D*D = E, . 
(3-ii) The wzap 01- Dal defines a unitary operator from 1, onto lZ . 
(3-iii) Tlze set of tlze rows fornzs an orthonormal basis fey lZt. 
Proof. (1) If Cr,,=, 1 d,, Ia < oo, then the map a: -+ Dal defines a compact 
operator on 1, which is one-to-one and onto. This is impossible because Is 
is infinite dimensional. For (2), note first that (Dol)*(Dp) = a*/3 for every 
01, p E l,O. Since la0 is dense in lS , we can extend the above map to the unique 
isometry V, say, on lZ , and thus the matrix representation of V must coincide 
with D. The rest of the theorem is easy to check. 
3. DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
For each j = 1,2 ,..., K, let A,, d enote the minimal closed symmetric 
differential operator in L,(1J associated with 7?, and put A, = T,*(7J 
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Let PI(~) denote the linear space of ail f E L,(I) such that for each j = 1, 2,. . . , K, 
f It.. E gl(Tjj = ~(?(d), 
defined by 
and ~f~Ls(1). Let T,(r) denote the operator in Lg(Ij 
T,(T)Y = TJ’, w-,(4 = 91(T)- 
Clearly TX(~) is a densely defined closed operator in&$), and its adjoint operator 
T,,(T) = T:(r) is a closed symmetric operator. Let (f 1 g)* denote the inner 
product in the Hilbert space &(T) ( see, for example, [S]). The topology in 
%?+r(~) generated by the above inner product will be called the T-topology or 
T,(T)-topology. Let g,,(T) denote the domain of T,(T). Then we have 
&(T) = g,,(T) 0 dv( - 6) @ -v(C), 
where the direct sum is orthogonal in the Hilbert space gl(T). Here &‘(&A) = 
(fE &(T): of = &~f). It is easy to see that the r-topology and the nor-m 
topology in dV(-~) 0 J/(-l) are equivalent. 
Let 
Then 
i\;; = dim(f E gl(Tj): Tjf = &rf> (j = 1, I,..., K): 
N* = dim A’( +c), iv = N- f AT+. 
Clearly if each T,,(Tj) is self-adjoint, then A- = AV+ = 0, and if each 7j is 
regular and if K = CD, then lvj* = aj , iV% = XI, where n, is the order of -rj. 
Throughout this paper we identify any f~L,(lj) as an element of L,(I) by 
letting S(t) = 0 for t 6 Ij . Let {&: 1 < j < N) be nn mbitrmy but $&red basis 
for A’--[) @.M(L) such that in the case wJzm Ai = io, the basis is orflzonormal 
with respect to the r-topology. 
Let CD denote the N x 1 column rector whose jth entry is CJ$ . Let B denote 
the operator 
We) = (Y I @)c 7 ?’ E 231(T). (2.1; 
THEOREM 3.4. 
(lj B annihilates g,-,(T), and B Pestricted to &--L) @A/(c) de$nes m 
isonwrphism onto lzN. If N = co (thus bll assumption {&: j E Ni is r-orthonovmal), 
fheR B restricted to M-L) @&(L) p rovided -with the r-topology de$nes a unitwy 
operator onto I2 . 
(2) The-re exists a unique N x N no&q$ar Hermitian Hilbert matrix C 
(depending on B) sucJz fhat 
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Proof. We shall prove the theorem for the case when N = 03 because the 
case N < CO follows easily. Clearly B annihilates B,,(T). Let y, g E 9r(,-) and 
write y = y,, + yl , g = g, + gl where yO , g, E BO(7) and yr , g, EM-L) 0 
M(c). Since (&:j~ N} . 1s an orthonormal basis for Jlr(---,) @M(L), the entries 
of B(y,) are the Fourier coefficients of the expansion of yr with respect to 
{$j:jEN}. Th ere ore f the map y -+ B(y) defines a unitary operator from 
J-t-,) 0 J-(L) P rovided with the r-topology onto lzN. Let J denote the unitary 
operator from L,(1) x L,(I) onto La(I) x L,(I) defined by J({a, b}) = (b, -a}. 
Let C denote the N x N hermitian matrix whose (j, k)-entry is ((I((& , v$~}) 1 
kh , &J>>/~ where (( I >> d enotes the inner product of L,(I) x L,(I). Then 
since J is a unitary operator on L,(I) x L,(I) and {&: j E N} is an orthonormal 
basis for ~(T,(T)) 0 3(TO(7)), C . IS a unitary Hilbert matrix. Here 3 denotes 
“the graph of” and $,j = (& , +j>. Let y E&(---L) @Jr/-(l). Then 
(~9 TY> = (B(Y))*@ 
where the sum converges in La(l) x LaQ and 6 is the co x 1 column vector 
whose jth entry is {& , &}. Thus for y,g EJ+‘“(-[) @M(-L), 
This completes the proof. 
Remark. If K < co and each Tj is regular in lj , then C can be obtained 
from the Green’s formula for 7j . 
PROPOSITION 3.5. suppose that F(t,y) is a map from I X gl(T) into c 
such that (i) for a.a. t E I, the map > t --t F(t, y) is a r-continuous linear functional 
on @(T), annihilatnzg go(~), (ii) f or eaclz y E &(T) jixed, h(t) = F(t, y) EL,(I), 
(iii) {F(t, y): y E &(T)} is an m-dimensional subspace of L,(I) (m < co) z&h a 
basis x1 ,.. ., xtn . Then there exists a m x N Hilbert matrix D such that 
F(~,Y) = xYt> WY) (*I 
for a.a. t E I and y E gl(~) where x = (xl , x2 ,..., x~). 
Conveuel3,, if D is a m x N (m < CO) Hilbe-rt matrix and if x E (L,(I))“, 
the function F(t, y) dejined by (*) satisjies (i) and (ii), and is of jinite-dimensional 
range with its dim.ension <m. 
Proof. Assume (i)-(iii). In particular, (i) implies that for a.a. t EI fixed, 
there exists a N x I column vector c)(t) such that F(t, y) = f(t) B(y) for all 
y E 9r(,) where the sum converges and t)(t) E I2 N. Since B(y) can be an arbitrary 
member in lzN and h(t) = F(t, y) EL&), each row of t)(t) is in L,(I). There 
exists a nz x N matrix D such that f(t) = $(t)D for a.a. t E 1. Thus F(t, y) = 
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x”(t) DB(y) for a.a. t E I and y E &(T). Since {xj: 1 < j < II? < W) is linearly 
independent, each row of D must be in (Z;v)t, so that D is a m x N Hilbert 
matrix in Zzlv. The converse is clear. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let n/r be a nz x N (nz < AT, nz < m) Hilbert matn’s and 
x ~(L~(lr))nl and A be a bounded linear operato+ defined everywhere in L,(I). If 
Tl(-cP) is the operator 
then 
T&Y)y = 9y, 9(T,(8)) = &(T), 
9’(T;(5?)) = (z : z E gl(~), (B(z))“C +-- (x’ 1 x)X = Olxs). 
Proof. Let T = Tl(Z?). Take z E B( T”). Then 
0 = (my 1 x) - (y 1 T”x - d*z) + L(~* ! z) MB(y) 
for all y E z?$(T). This is in particular true for all y E g8(7). Thus z E GP1(~) 
and 2% = TZ f 9’kz. Now for y E &(T) 
(Ty + Ay + ‘xfNB(y) 1 .z) = (y j 5-z + A*,?+ 
Thus 
((.qz))*c f (x” I z)W B(y) = 0,x.v 
for ail y E gl(~). It follows from Theorem 3.4, (B(z))*C + (x’ / x)M = O1,,.y I
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let (xj: 1 < j < YB} (?n < co) be a set in. L,(I) aad let 
D be a A’ x na Hilbert matrix in lzN. Let x denote the m x 1 colunzn rector &hose 
jth entry is xi . Then 
(1) The map y + B(y) + D(y I x) dejkes a T-bounded operator from 
&31(T) onto 12”. 
(2) 9ssume that the operator B in (2.1) has the form 
B’(Y) = (B,‘(y I I,),..., B,f(y I L)) (1 x Nj. 
Here each Bj is the rj-continuous operator from s?‘( Tl(Tj)) onto @“, ---+~~i,+i 
annihilating 9( T,,(T~)>. Let us write 
D, 
D= i 
il DK 
whetpe each Dj is (N- + Xj+) >( m. Then {y E gl(‘) j B(y) f D(y I X) = O,:C,j 
is dense iz L,(I) if fey each j = 1, 2,..., K, Djx(t) = O(iV,-+:vii~xl for a.a. t $1, = 
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Proof. (1) Let 01 E I aN. We may assume that the entries of xn of x are linearly 
independent. Thus the map y + (y / x) from Jam into P is surjective. 
Let Z be the ~12 x 1 column vector with entries in go(~) such that (2 1 xt) = E,n . 
Let B(a) = 01, a E 9r(~) and put y = n - Zt(a j x). Then y E gr(~), and 
WY) + D(Y I xl = 01. 
(2) For eachj=1,2,..., KY {Y E ~(TI(T~)) I B,(Y) + Dj(Y I X)j =O(N-+N~+)X~ 
is dense in L,(lJ by Lemma 2.2 in [7]. Here (y 1 x)j = jljy(t) f(t) dt. 
Thus the set in the theorem is dense in La(J). 
Remark. If K < 03, then the set in (2) in the above proposition is always 
dense. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let Tl(9) be as in Theorem 3.6. Then 
(9?(Tl(A?)))c = {(y, my + Ay + x”M& : y E &(7) and p is any element 
in Z2” suclz that (x” 1 ~)(A/113 - &B(y)) = 0 
for all z E 9( T,*(Y))>. 
Here c denotes “the closure of.” 
If g(T,*(A?‘)) is dense ix L,(I), then Tl(9) = T:*(Y) and Tl(9) is closed 
Proof. Let us write T = T,(Y). We will compute (g(T))** where (S’(T))* = 
J(‘??(T))I. Let b = jb, , ba} E (g(T))**. Then for x E 9(T*), 
0 = ((J({% 5-2 + A*4 I VJ, > h>>). (*) 
This is true in particular for all x E 90(~) with (xt j x)M = O,x,v . Let Q = 
((xtM/3, 01: /3 E Ziv>. This is finite dimensional and hence closed in L,(I) x L,(I). 
It follows that 
so that 
Thus b, E 9r(~) and 6, = 7bl + Ab, + x”n/rp for some /3 E Zz”. Returning to (c) 
L(B(i))* CB(b,) + (x” I x) M/3 = 0 
for all 2 E g(T*). Thus (x” ] x)(M/3 - &%(b,>) = 0 for all z E B(T”). Since 
(9(Tr(9)))** = (3( T,(Y)))” we have the first part. Assume 9(T;*(Y)) is 
dense. We may assume that the entries of xk are linearly independent. Thus 
(x” 1 z)(M/3 - &X(y)) = 0 for all .z E 9(Tc(6p)) implies that M/3 = c&U?(y). 
Thus Y(T,(z)) = (9(T,(9)))c, so that T,(9) = T:*(9). 
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Remark. If the entries of xs are linearly independent, then the map y + (J / x) 
from 9(7’,*(Y)) into K? is surjective iff B(T:(F)) is dense. 
Let 2 = (gj) be a 1% x 1 0% < WJ) vector function for t E 1 such that each 
ij E&(I). Let AT be a ni x N Hilbert matrix, and let d be a bounded linea; 
operator in L,(I) defined on L,(I). Let 5? be the expression 
s?,z = T.2 + LL 1 L~vm(Z)~ (3.2’1 
for z E S’~(T). Let T,@) be the operator 
Tl(B)Z = 22%, 9?(Tl(9)j == LSl(7). 
Then by Theorem 3.8, if T:(p) . d IS ensely defined, then T,(p) = Tt”(J!) 
and T,(~j is closed. 
DEFINITION. The expression 2 in (3.2) is adjoint to the expression A? 
defined by (1.1) if 
A,% = A;Ljz*x + ~~wC-w”(z ; x), 2 EL,(I). 
Notice that, since C = C*, 2 is adjoint to 2 iff 5Z’ is adjoint to 2. 
Let us define the operators V: BI(7) + &“, v: S!&(r) + lzav by 
V(y) = B(y) + c-W~(y / x) 
V(z) = B(x) + c-myz j 2) 
(3.3) 
Then the following is easy to check. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let 9 and 2 be an adjoint pm?. Then 
(1) (.S?y 1 z) - (y / Pz) = S*(x) CV(y), “I’, z E 5&(T). 
(2) qwj c T@‘), qva c Tl(=q, 
P(O) = c?(T$q), p(o) = qT;(B)). 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let dip and 9 be an adjoint pair am! assume that T;*(S) 
and T,*(a) me demely defcned. Then the T,(r)-topology, T,(B)-topology, and 
T,(g)-to;pology in &(T) aw all epmiwlent. 
Proof. We shall only show that the T,(T)-topology and T$!Z’)-topology are 
equivalent because the rest follows easily. Note first that the map y -+ MB(y) 
from the Hilbert space SQT) with the *-inner product into the Euclidean 
space P is a bounded linear operator, and the map 01+ ~*a! from the Euclidean 
space cnz into L,(I) is also a bounded operator. Therefore the map y -+ xtMB(y) 
from the Hilbert space Z&(T) with the TX(T)-topology into L,(I) is a bounded 
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linear operator. Hence there exists a constant Kr < cc such that jl xtMB(y)/] < 
KI I/y IJT1(T) for every y E By. Thus 
for some constant K2 < co. Thus 
II Y ll~,cm = (II Y II2 + II 2~ IIY e (1 + W” II Y 11~~~~) . 
Hence the identity operator from the Hilbert space 9r(7) with the *-inner 
product to the Hilbert space &(T) with the Tr(9)- norm is continuous. Therefore 
by the closed graph theorem, the two topologies must be equivalent. This 
completes the proof. 
Let 9 and 5? be the same as in (1.1) and (3.2) (need not be an adjoint pair). 
Then we define “minimal” operators I!“,,(Y) and T,(p) by 
Tl4-q =m-q, T&P) = T,*(S). 
Then, if 9 and 2 are an adjoint pair and if T:(9) and T:(p) are densely 
defined, we have the following four closed operators satisfying 
where q--f means one is adjoint to the other. 
PROPOSITION 3. Il. Let 9 and 2 be an adjoint pair and assume that T,,(9) 
and T,(g) ape densely dejined. Then 
(1) FE (B(T,(S?))/9(TO(9)))* iff there exists a 01 E ZzN such that F(y) = 
&V(y) foF aZZ y E ~Z$(T). 
(2) FE (sB(T,(@)/~?(T,,(=@))* 25 thme exists a a! E Z” such that F(y) = 
&I”(y) for all y E al(~). 
(3) V defnes an isomorphism from the HiZbert space Sl(~) 0 S?(T,,(-lip)) 
onto Ia”. 
(4) r dejines an isomorphism from the Hilbert space S$(T) 0 9(T,(@) 
onto 12N. 
Proof. (1) Assume F(y) = cxf V(y) f or all y E gI(7). Then F is the pointwise 
limit of T-continuous functionals on the Hilbert space aI(r). Thus by the 
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Banach-Steinhaus closure theorem F is a 7-continuous functional. Clearly 
F annihilates B( T,,(8)). Thus F E (a( T,(5?))/9( T,,(9)))*. The converse is 
clear. (2) can be proved in a similar way. (3) and (4) follow easily from Proposi- 
tion 3.7. 
The main purpose of this paper is to find all the closed operators including 
symmetric ones between T,,(9) and Ti(9). 
PROPOSITION 3.12. Let 9 and 5? be a?z adjoint pair and let T,,(p) and 
T,(p) be densely de$ned. Then 
(1) d linear operator T between T,(9) afzd T,(9) is closed ifi there exists 
a m x N (m < N) HilbePt matrix P such that 
S(T) = {y E Bl(7): PCV(y) = O1,Ixl]. 
(2) ,4 linear operator p between T,(p) and Tl(p) is closed z# there exists 
a ni x AT (2% < K) Hilbert matrix P such that 
Proof. (1) Assume T is closed. Then T = T**. Thus for every z E 9[T*) 
0 = (Py 1 z) - (y / s%) = @T(z))* W(y). 
Let G = ((f(x))*: x E g(T*)). This is a closed subspace of (&A\‘)~. Let nz 
denote its dimension. Let {pj: 1 <j < WZ] be an orthonormal basis for G. 
Here each pj is 1 x N. Let P denote the nz x N matrix whose jth row is pj . 
Clearly, P is a Hilbert matrix and PCV(y) = OnzY1 . Conversely, if y E 9rlTj 
and PCV(y) = OpnX1 ) then 0 = (Yy 1 2) - (y / 2.z) for all z E SB(T*). This 
proves that 9(T) = {y E gr(~): PCV(y) = OnnX1]. The converse of (1) is 
clear. This proves (1). (2) can be proved in a similar way. 
DEFINITION. If D is a N x d (d < N < co) Hilbert matrix, then (0; 
will denote the closure of the linear span of (dj: 1 < j < d) where each dj is 
the jth cohcmn of D (thus (D) C I,“). (<D>)l will denote the orthogonal com- 
pliment of (Dl? in l,iV. If d < co, then the rank of D, denoted by p(D), is the 
maximum number of linearly independent columns of D. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let 9 and 5? be the same as in (1 ,l) and (3.2) (need not be 
an adjoint pair), ulzd assume Tl(9) and T,(p) are densely dejined: Let T and p 
delzofe the operators dejined b-v 
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Here P is a m x N (m < N) Hilbert matrix such that PP* = I, ;f m = c(j, 
and p(P”) = m .if m < co. P is a n”z x N (~5 < N) Hilbert matrix such that 
pp* = Ib, if 6 = CO, and p(P”) = ~5. if #I < co. T?Een the followilzg statements 
me equivalent: 
(1) T = T*. 
(2) T’* = T. 
(3) lzN = (CP*> @ (p*j (orthogonaE), 9 and 2 are an adjoint paiT. 
(4) lz” = (P*) 0 (Cp*) (orthogcmal), 9 and S? are an adjoint pair. 
Proof. We prove (1) o (3) only b ecause the rest can be proved easily. 
Assume (1). Since T C T1(9), T:(9) C T1(p). Thus my + A*y = ry + & + 
$MB(y) for ally with r(y) = 0. Th’ IS implies that 2 is adjoint to 9 because 
v-l(O) is dense in L,(Z). Let us write Z- qN = (CP*j @(p;*> where the direct 
sum is orthogonal. Here PI is a t?z x N (+z < N) Hilbert matrix such that 
~I~~ = I, if fi = co, and p(pJ’ = @i if Gi < co. Then 9(T) = Fl((<CP*j)‘) = 
F1((~~)), so that .9(T*) = v--‘(((Cam))‘-). Hence T = T* implies that 
@f) = (p*>. Thus ZaN = (CP*j @(P”*), (3) * (1) can be shown easily. 
Remark. Since V and li? restricted to B(T,(9)) 0 B(T,(Z)) and 
WY~‘)) 0 Wo(@) are isomorphisms onto ZaN, (3) implies that iV = m + 7% 
and 
dim(T,(s)/T) = 1~2, dim(T,(5?)/T*) = r2i 
where we have identified the operators as their graphs. 
Suppose that the maximal operator T1(9) is closed and has a closed sym- 
metric restriction T of the type T* C T,(Z). This implies that T:(9) is densely 
defined and T;_*(Z) C T C T* C T1(9). Thus 9 is adjoint itself. This means 
that F is sufficient in describing the symmetric restrictions of T,(S). We have 
the following 
THEOREM 3.14. Let the 8 in (1.1) be adjoint to itself and T:(9) be demely 
deJined. Let T denote the operator (closed) de$ned by 
TY = ZY, B(T) = {y E 9$(~): PCv(y) = Oslxl}. 
Here P is a m x N (m < N) Hilbert matrix such that PP* = I, if m = co, 
and p(Pt) = m if m < co. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) T is a symmetric restriction of Tl(A?). 
(2) There exists a %% x m (ti < m < N) Hilbmt matrix D such that 
lzN = <CP*j @ ((DP)*) (orthogonal). 
In particular, 9( T*) = {y E gl(~): DPCp(y) = O,,,}. 
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Proof. Let P be the riz X N ( 1% < S) Hiibert matrix such that la” = 
<Cp+) 0 (p*;> where the direct sum is orthogonal. Furthermore, pp* = J;- 
if PC, = CC? and p(pi) = 6~ if .11”2 < CO. Then bq’ Theorem 3.13, P(P) = 
t-l((<C~*))L) where we take s’ = 5’. Assume (I). Then TC T”: so that 
F-l(((cpy)') c pl((:<cp";>)'). 
This implies that (I’*> C lP*) and so 6~ < ~1 and P = DP for some ni x BZ 
Hilbert matrix D satisfying the condition in the rheorem. This proves that 
(I) * (2). (2) * (1) . IS easy. The last part of the theorem is clear. This com- 
pletes the proof. 
If we allow D in the above theorem to be a nonsingular square Hilbert 
matrix, then we get all possible self-adjoint restrictions of Tr(9). More precise15 
THEOREM 3.15. Let 9 and’ T be tke same as in Theorem 3.14. Tilen T is 
self-adjoint ifj’ I,” = (cP*; @ (P”> dwe the diwct SKlFl is 01.tkO~O?lCl~. 
Remark. In the above theorem we did not assume that the deficiency indices 
of T*(Z) are equal. However the existence of such a Hilbert matrix satisfying 
the above is equivalent to the fact that the deficiency indices are equal. This 
theorem also implies that if .S? in. (1.1) g enemtes a self-adjoint restriction, 
then 7 also generates a self-adjoint operator. 
Remark. If we wish to construct a nonspmmetric operator, then we sim& 
delete some row vectors of P which defines the symmetric operator T in. 
Theorem 3.14. 
4. ELmPLES 
We shall give examples of self-adjoint operators in the case when the number K 
of intervals is infinite, and A- = Nf = N = in. Let T be the same as in 
Theorem 3.15. We shall show in the following examples how to construct 
the corresponding operators B, P and ~13 x CD unitary matrix C and CC >< CC 
matrix P. These will be dependent on the direct sum expression T. 
?k@&rPLE i. For each j pi N, rjy = --by’, t E Ij E (ai I b,), 
(Tu>(tj = -ryyt) if t~rj. 
For each j E N, let 
B,(y) = (ebjy(Z+-) - &y(aj+))/(~zbj - $aj)l’z 
= (e-“y(bj-) - e-“5(aj+>)/(e-% _ e--?;bj)liz 
c =Br,’ 3 Bf(y) = (B,“(y), B”(Y)>...). 
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As a special case, take III = 0, A = A*, and 
p = &g)(~, 1) (I 0 I = 1, 0 e R). 
1 
Then 
PC = $,&(-0, 1) and y E q T) 
L 1 
iff y E S$(T) and, for each j E N, 
e(f2’j - e-zbj)1’2(ebjy(bj-) - eajq’(aj+)) 
= (eBbj - e”“j)l’e(e-b5(bj-) _ e-“‘y(nj+)). 
EXAMPLE ii. For eachj E N, let 
TciY = LPAt)(PjY)‘(t) + Cidt)3’9 t fZ Ij S (L7i , bj), 
(d(t) = (w>(t) if tdj. 
Here for each j E N, $j is a continuously differentiable complex-valued function 
of t E Ij such that pj2 is real-valued, and pj(t) f 0 for every t E z except at aj , 
and p,(q) = 0. qj is a continuous complex-valued function of t E Ij . We assume 
further that sign p,2(b,) < 0 if j is odd, sign pj”(bj) > 0 if j is even, and that 
CTjf I 9) - (f I Tjg> 2 (f I g>, = CFCbj-) Pj‘Ybj>fCBj-) 
for every f, g E Sr(Tj). Thus .N;- + ATi+ = 1 for every j E N (see [S]). Because 
of the condition on the sign of p,a(b,), 
ivj- = Njf = 0 if j is even, 
iv,+ = N.- = 1 J if j is odd 
(see [6]). Thus Cj”=, iVj-- = ~~=~ Nj+ = + co, and 
Bj(J’) = (-p,‘(bj))‘!” y(bj-) if j is odd, 
= (p;(b#i” y(b,-) if j is even. 
C =&(-I)‘, B”(Y) = (I,, BB(Y),...). 
1 
As a special case, take M = 0, A = A* and let 9(T) be the set of all y E Z?S$(T) 
such that 
e(-p~j-l(~~j-l))“2 y(b2j-l-) = (Pij(b2j))1’2 J’(b2j-) 
for every j c N where 0 is a given nonreal complex number with 1 Q 1 = 1. 
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EXAMPLE iii. In this example, the order of the differential expression can 
“blow up.” 
For each j E N, let 72j denote the formally self-adjoint differential expression: 
T’)‘3( = -(p,jy')' + qnjy, -I t E&j f (ilfj ) b,j). 
Here pz; and qzj are real-valued continuous functions of t ~1~~ , pij is con- 
tinuousl>- differentiable on Iaj such that $aj(t) + 0 for every t EG except at 
i = cI.rj ) and ~,,(cz~~) = 0. 11-e further assume that 
[J’ j z](a2j+) ET jiim!p,j(t)(y(t) T(t) - y’(t) z(t))) = 0 
..I 
for every J*, G E 221(~e,i). Thus the deficiency indices (X2; , -V&j of the minimal 
closed symmetric differential operator TO(~aj) associated with ~~~ are (1, 1;. 
(see, Lee [8]). Let +!Q~ and #aj be functions in S,(T,~) such that ~~~~~~ = -L& 1 
T~j$~,f _ L~ej , II C,j // = j! ~zj I/ = I /(2l”). Put 
where (y / ,z).+ = (y / .a) + (7~ 1 TX). Thus for every y, z E GZ~(T~~) 
(T2J! j z) - (y 1 T,jZ) I= c:y j x>j = d;(a) C,jB,j(y) 
where 
Suppose that 72j-1 (j E N) is a formally self-adjoint differential expression in 
Izj-1 such that the deficiency indices of the minimal symmetric operator 
To(~.‘i-d are {O, 0). Thus Ar2;-1 = K&-r = 0, and the leading coefficient of 
7ij~l must vanish at the end points of Ia,;_, . ‘\Ye note that there is no restriction 
on the size of the order of 7ajd1 . Finally let 
In this case 
tTY)tt> = tr2i-lY)(t> if t EIZjpl 
= (Pzj,Y')'(t) + CJ*j(t)Y if ? E Ia! . 
-WV) = t&YY)> 4YY),...)I c =.@[a1 ;I. 
As a specific example, take P = a (0, 1) (0 $ R, / B 1 = I), IU E 0. Then 
y E 2(T) iff y E GZ~(T) and 
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